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A Complete Overview of
Binance
Binance is one of the dominant trading platforms around the
world. It supports over 200 coins for deposit and withdrawal. It offers competitive rates as a trading platform worldwide. Binance has
a user-friendly interface for the easiest way to go for trading. Then,
it doesn’t matter you’re a beginner or seasoned trader. Binance is
partnered with third-party companies to simplex the digital trading system.
Binance is a hong-kong based cryptocurrency exchange. It was
launched by developer Changpeng Zhao. In July 2017, Zhao company “Bejie” created the exchange. After successful ICO marketing,
it raised around $15 million.
We at Septillion distributed the official token to all investors. Traders get profit with crypto trading in Septillion. We are following the
same ICO practices to get our coin appreciated in terms of pricing.
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About Septillion
Septillion (SPT) is a BEP-20 token started on the Binance smart
chain. BSC is a speedy and effective chain. It offers a pool of crypto
services for the usability of its native token. This paper proposes the
septillion asset, an economics structure that constitutes a decentralized project. We are introducing investors and customers to a
genuinely passive income scheme using our native septillion BEP20 Token.
We are based on BEP-20 technology that prevents wastage of energy and computations while ensuring the distributions of proof
of stake called (PoS) consensus. We are not only providing a highly
profitable way with septillion. But, we allow you to participate in
different launchpads.
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Launchpad features for the
septillion
• Project endorsement
It allows users to buy the token and support the project.
Every trader will gain rewards

• Private and public sale options
This will provide many fundraising phases to all the
traders.

• Automatic distributions
Traders and investors can access both funds and assets
quickly.
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Septillion supported countries
for crypto trading
Septillion doesn’t mention any specific country names support by
the exchange. So, it’s clear the exchange is worldwide available.
Traders can now use the Septillion to trade the crypto from the
country. There is no mention of exceptions for any citizens. We only
give profit to our investors and Holders.

Septillion services
• Exchange
Septillion lets users exchange tokens or other coins. You
can buy multiple coins in Septillion. It comes with a pool
of trading features- real-time analytics, reporting figures,
etc.

• P2P Trading
Septillion provides a very neat feature “peer-to-peer”
trading service. This automatically connects buyers and
sellers. The exchange facilitates fiat payments as well. It
comes with a wide range of payments options that depend
on users.
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• SEPA/WIRE transfer
Septillion allows users to buy crypto with fiat using SEPA.
This option is attractive, as SEPA doesn’t charge any transaction fee at all.

• Credit/Debit card
Septillion is partnered with third parties to provide brokerage services via debit and credit cards. It allows buying
more than 31 kinds of cryptocurrencies with a credit/debit
card
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Septillion Trading
Platform
• Spot trading
We are launching an easy-to-use platform with three different interfaces, based on experience level. This allows
a quick view of trading pairs, markets, making it easy to
switch pairs. We have an advanced view that gives users
access to advance chart tools.
For beginners who are new to trading, there will not be
any difference between the two views. Beginner traders
have basic trading options that allow them to convert
coins at market rates

• Margin trading
This trading is available for selected trading pairs. It allows
traders to trade with leverage of 10x on some cryptos. Users can choose to trade with Septillion.
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Cryptos are traded for fiat or another crypto on the trading platforms.
Or. it’s purchased by using popular payment tools-

SEPA
Credit/Debit Card
Bank tranfers

Is the Septillion coin a safe
investment?
It can be tough to evaluate crypto-assets for investment. It’s easier
to place value with some coins like Bitcoin or Ethereum when analyzing the decentralization.
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Advantages of using
septillion exchanges
• Savings
This allows users to make great returns on idle funds
by flexible or locked account types. This account delivers variable interest rates. While locked savings
pays higher interest on fixed term-deposit.

• Binance smart pool
It allows miners to contribute to a large mining
group. It splits rewards that are automatically directed to the most profitable cryptocurrency. It offers users hands-free optimization.

• Crypto loans
This offers loans to all the users in the form of BUSD
and USDT. The loan is collateralized with ETH or BTC.
This offers a way to get hands-on stable coins. However, it maintains exposure to cryptocurrency holdings.

• Liquid swap
This is an automated market-maker (AMM) platform.
It can trade crypto coins on a liquid swap with less slippage. Thus, it provides liquidity in return for a share of
fees.
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Listing Septillion token
on exchanges
Septillion is one of the leading exchanges in terms of trading, reputation, and adoption. The platform supports worldwide cryptocurrencies. The steady growth of the platform has
made it one of the most popular exchanges in the market. It
enables the trade of over 100 cryptocurrencies and tokens.

Septillion ICO & Coin
One more thing to note is the Septillion coin. This was issued
during the ICO. The coin is used to pay fees. Hence, it will also
feature their plans to create a decentralized exchange. This
will form on the best currencies. Buying this coin looks like a
safe investment for the future. The exchange plans to use the
profit to buy back a portion of the coins.
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CoinGecko listing
Bobby Ong and TM Lee launched coingecko, a cryptocurrency data aggregator in 2014. It tracks the price, volume, and
other crypto stats. It claims$3 million in annual revenue. In
addition, it tracks over 3587 tokens from 259 exchanges.

CoinMarketCap
CoinMarketCap was started in 2013. It’s headquartered in Dover, Delaware. It provides transparent data to the cryptocurrency community. It enables users to form conclusions and
interpretations. It’s a trusted and accurate source for crypto
market capitalization, information, and pricing. This company
stands for timely, accurate, and unbiased information to all
crypto traders. It lets every user make informed decisions.
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Septillion Token Utility
Septillion (SPT) is launched to make it more interesting for the
users. Our token is used in NFT’s like concert tickets, and artistic
assets. Traders can use the token in the gaming sector. It will be
acceptable in the hospitality industry as well. Septillion is working on the concept of converting 100 GB of data into 1MB in a
matter of minutes.

Tokenomics
Token type- BEP-20
Total supply- 350,000,000 Tokens
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Seed stage- 5%

Marketing - 9%

Presale - 5%

Operation - 10%

Private sale 1 - 7%

Liquidity - 30%

Private sale 2 - 4%

Stacking - 10%

Team - 14%

Advisors - 6%
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Advisors- 5%
Total Tokens- 17,500,000.
Note20% of the amount is released every month after the completion of
the locked period.

Operations- 10%
Total Tokens- 35,000,000
Note10% of the amount is released every month after the completion of
the lockup period.
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Token Allocation
Seed Stage - 1,75,00000
Presale - 1,75,00000
Private sale 1 - 24, 500,000
Private sale 2 - 14,000,000

Pricing•

Seed stage - 0.45$

•

Presale - 0.675$

•

Private sale 1 - 0.9$

•

Private sale 2 - 1.05$
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